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ABSTRACT 
This thesis examines T-smooth measures and supports of Borel measures. 
A Radon measure is a T-smooth Borel measure and has a support. These two 
characteristics, T-smoothness and the existence of a support, can not be 
set aside when we investigate interaction between topological spaces and 
measures on them. In the field of Baire measure theory, one of the main 
topics has been the study of these characteristics. 
In order to study T-smooth measures in a general setting, we present 
the concept of pre-Radon measures, which are locally bounded, regular, 
T-smooth Borel measures. ·rurther, some pre-Radon extension theorems are 
given, which are fundamental tools for developing pre-Radon measure theory. 
The method used to prove these theorems is also used to prove Kolmogorov's 
extension theorem for infinite Radon measures. The pre-Radon extension 
theorems are applied to prove Fubini's · theorem for a-finite pre-Radon 
measures, which is needed in order to prove that the infinite product of 
pre-Radon probability measures can be extended to a pre-Radon probability 
measure. As another application of the pre-Radon extension theorems, we 
show that some cylindrical measures on locally convex spaces can be extended 
to Radon or pre-Radon measures. 
When we consider families of measures on topological spaces , the 
existence of supports implies certain T-smoothness conditions. Here, the 
countable union and the hereditariness of spaces which are, for example, 
measure-compact or Borel measure-compact, are investigated . 
On some topological spaces such as paracompact spaces , every finite 
Borel measure has a Lindelof support . We say that a topological space 
having this property is an SL-space. Metacompact spaces and 8-paracompact 
spaces are SL-spaces, but 8-refinable spaces are not always SL-spaces . 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. Introduction 
One of the characteristics of Radon measures on arbitrary topological 
spaces developed by Bourbaki [5] and Schwartz [42] is the following 
T-smoothness condition: sup µ(Ga) = µ(U Ga) for every upward-directed net 
a a 
1 
{Ga} of open subsets. This condition is indispensable in many cases when 
we study measure theory on topological spaces; in particular, it assures us 
of the existence of a support. There are some Borel measures having the 
T-smoothness condition: T-smooth Borel measures, which are not Radon 
measures (see, for example, Example 4.1.2 (ii)). · 
In the case of Baire measures, the t-smoothness condition is the 
following: sup µ(ua) = µ(X) for every upward-directed net {ua} of cozero 
a 
sets such that U U = X. It is shown by Knowles [23] and Kirk [22] that 
a 
a 
every T-smooth Baire measure on a completely regular space is extendible 
to a unique T-smooth Borel measure (Theorem 2.1.2). This Knowles-Kirk's 
extension theorem is a good tool to examine the interaction between Baire 
and Borel measures. 
This thesis is devoted t o t h e study of s ome a spects o f T-smooth 
measures , and suppor ts o f Bore l measures . Both are close l y r e l ated (cf. 
Gardner [10], Moran [30], [ 31] a n d Varadarajan [ 47]). 
We introduce the notion of pr e-Radon measures , wh i ch are regular , 
locally bounded T-smooth Borel measures on topological spaces . Infinite 
T- smooth Borel measures are not always regular , while e v ery finite T- smooth 
Borel mea s ure on a r egu l ar space is regular ( Gardner [ 10 , Theorem 5 . 4] ). 
Consequ ently e very Radon measure is not necessarily a pre-Ra don measure 
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although every a-finite Radon measure is a pre-Radon measure . In fact, 
there are some Radon measures which are not outer regular. However, the 
outer regularity is essential to develop pre-Radon measure theory. Fremlin 
[9] has given the concept of quasi-Radon measures which have T-smoothness, 
and dispenses with the outer regularity. But he uses some extra conditions. 
As for the relationship between pre-Radon measures and quasi-Radon measures, 
see Theorem 1.2.10. 
On a perfectly normal space, the Baire field is identical to the Borel 
field . In particular, this is valid on a metric space. However, it does 
not hold , in general; Proposition 1.3.1, Corollary 1.3.5 and Corollary 1.3.8 
give examples that the Baire fields are different from the Borel fields. In 
the latter half of §1.3, we present some results on the relationships 
between cylindrical a-algebras, Baire fields and Borel fields on 
locally convex spaces . 
In Chapter II we prove pre-Radon extension theorems, and Kolmogorov's 
extension theorem for infinite Radon measures. We treat the pre-Radon 
extension in a general setting, so that Knowles-Kirk's T-smooth extension 
theorem can be a corollary. Kolmogorov's extension theorem for infinite 
Radon measures is proved by using the same technique as in pre-Radon 
extension theorems. 
In Chapter III we apply the pre-Radon extension theorems to some cases. 
First we prove Fubini's theorem. This is used to prove that the infinite 
product of pre-Radon probability measures can be extended to a unique pre-
Radon probability measure. Furthermore , some cylindrical measures are 
extended to pre-Radon or Radon measures by applying the pre-Radon extension 
theorems. 
In Chapter IV , we study some properties of measure -compact , strongly 
measure-compact, Borel measure-compact , B*-
' 
HE*- and Radon spaces: we 
invest igate whether they are closed by the operation of countable union; and 
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whether their subspaces inherit the same properties from them . 
In Chapter V, we introduce a new class of topological spaces on which 
every Borel measure has a Lindelof support . They are called SL-spaces. In 
the case of Baire measures, Varadarajan [47, Theorem I.27] has proved that 
every Baire measure on a paracompact space has a Lindelof support; more 
generally, Moran [32, Theorem 5.1] has proved that every Baire measure on a 
metacompact space has a Lindelof support. It is shown that every meta-
compact space is an SL-space, and that every 8-paracompact space is also 
an SL-space (for the definition of 8-paracompactness, see §5.3). However, 
all 8-refinable spaces are not SL-spaces. 
1.2. Preliminaries and Fundamental Results 
As usual, let us reserve the symbols IN for the set of natural 
numbers, (l) for the set of rational numbers, IR for the set of real 
numbers and R+ the set of non-negative real numbers. When we regard IR 
as a topological space, the topology is the euclidean topology. 
Let X be a set and A a subset of X . Then 
characteristic function of A , that 
~(x) - {: 
. is, 
if X E A ' 
if x f A • 
denotes the 
Let {A} be a family of subsets of X. Then A + A means that 
a a 
(i) {Aa} is a downward-directed net, that is, Aa C As for 
a> S , and 
( ii) A = n A 
a 
a 
Similarly we can define Aa t A . 
Let X be a set and B a a-algebra of subsets of X. Then we call 
the pair (X, B) a measurable space. Let µ be a non-negative, extended 
~eal-valued, a-additive set function on B. Then we ca ll µ a measure, 
and the triple (X, B, µ) a measure space. We say that a measure µ 
(i) finite if µ(X) < 00 • 
' 
(ii) a-finite if there exists a sequence {An}nEINc B such that 
X = U A and µ (An) < 00 for all n E IN ; 
nEN n 
(iii) semi-finite if µ(A) - sup{µ(B) 
for all A EB . 
A:=) BE B, µ(B) < oo} 
Let m be an extended real-valued set function on a family A of 
subsets of a set. Given a. subfamily B of A , m I B denotes the 
restriction of m to B 
Given a measure space (X, B, µ) let 
µ*(A) = inf{µ(B) : A c B E B} , 
and let 
µ*(A) = sup{µ(B) : A:=) B E B} . 
We say that the set function µ* (respectively µ*) on the family 
. 
lS 
of 
4-
all subsets of X is the outer measure (respectively inner measure) derived 
from µ. For a subset A of X, {A n B : B E B} . is a a-algebra on 
A , which we denote by An B. In particular, if A EB , we can define 
the restriction of µ to A by µA(A n B) = µ(An B) for each 
B E B • We sometimes write instead of to avoid confusion. A 
subset y of X lS said to be µ-thick if µ* (f) = 0 . Then µ* I YnB l S 
a meas ure on (Y, YnB) 
' 
which we call the r estriction of µ to y and 
denote by µy or µly . Cons i der a subset A of X such that 
0 < µ*(A) < 00 • Then there exists a B E B such that A c B and 
µ( B) = µ*( A ) Since µ*( B-A ) - 0 A lS µB - thick in B Hence we can . -
' 
. 
define the restriction (µB ) A of µB to A . Then we have 
(µ 8)A(E) = µ*(E) for all EE An B , and (µ 8 )A i s indepe ndent of the 
choice of B. This ( 11) is also called the restriction of 11 to A , 1-"B A I-' 
and denoted by µA or µIA · 
Let {(XA, BA, µA)}AEA be a family of measure spaces such that 
that is, every µA is a probability measure. Then ® B 
AEA A 
denotes the product a-algebra on n XA ; namely, the minimal a-algebra 
AEA 
of subsets of nx 
")..EA A which makes each projection pA of X to 
measurable. There exists a unique probability measure ® µ 
")..EA A on 
(n XA, ® ~A] such that AEA AEA 
for each set A 
[16, Theorem 38.B]). This measure 
® B 
AEA A 
® µ 
")..EA A 
(see,. for example, Halmos 
is called the product measure. 
Let (X, A) and (Y, B) be two measure spaces and f: X ~ Y a 
measurable map. For a measure µ on (X, A) , we define the image measure 
f(µ) of µ by f as follows: 
f( µ) ( B) - µ (f-l ( B)) 
for all BE B. 
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Let X be a set. A family U of subsets o f X is called a paving if 
it satisfies the following conditions : 
(i) ¢ E U , 
(ii) u 
UEU 
U = X · 
' 
Let us denote by R[UJ (respectively A[UJ ) the ring (respectively 
algebra) generated by U. The following lemma is well-known. 
6 
LEMMA l .2.1. Let A be a subset of X. Then A E R[UJ if and only 
if there exist V., W. E U 
1, 1, 
(i - 1, 2, ... , n) such that 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
V. C r.;. for a z z 
1, 1, 
. 
1, - 1, 2, ... , n ; 
(w.-v.) n (w.-v.) -¢ if itJ; 
. 1, 1, J J· 
n 
A = U 
i=l 
(w.-v.) . 
1, 1, 
Suppose that X is a set and A is a family of subsets of X. Then 
o(A) denotes the a-algebra generated by A. 
Let X be a topological space. We reserve the symbols O(X) for the 
family of open subsets of X, F(X) for the family of closed subsets of 
X, and K(X) for the family of compact subsets of X. A G0-subset is 
a countable .intersection of open subsets; an F 0-subset is a countable 
union of closed subsets . Let C(X) denote the ring o f all real-valued 
continuous functions on X, and le t 
f E C(X)} 
and 
U( X) = {f-1( o)c : f E C(X)} . 
We call the elements of Z(X) (respectively U( X)) zero sets (respectively 
cozero sets ). Note that 
f E C ( X) , F E F (IR) } 
and 
U( X) = {f-1 ( U) : f E C(X), U E O(IR) } • 
For x EX, let V( x) denote the family of all open neighbourhoods of x 
in X. For Ac X and x EA , VA(x) stands for the family of all open 
ne i ghbourhoods of x in A • 
From now on, all topological spaces are supposed to be Hausdorff 
spaces. 
Let X be a topological space. Let B*(X) = a(U(X)) and 
B(X) = a(O(X)) . We say that B*(X) is the Baire field of X and B(X) 
the Borel field of X. It is obvious that B*(X) = a(Z(X)) and 
B(X) = a(F(X)) . In general, B*(X) is a sub-a-algebra of · B(X) 
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In each subset A of a topological space X, B(A) =An B(X) ; 
however B*(A) =An B*(X) does not always hold. We say that A is Baire-
embedded if B*(A) =An B*(X) . Recall that A is called C*-embedded if, 
for each real-valued, bounded continuous function f on A , there is a 
g E C(X) such that glA = f on A. If A . lS C*-embedded, then A 
Baire-embedded. In particular, each closed subset of a normal space is 
Baire-embedded. 
Let X be a topological space. A finite measure on (x, B*(X)) 
. 
lS 
. 
lS 
said to be a Baire measure. Every Baire measure µ satisfies the following 
regular condition: 
for all A E B*(X) . 
µ(A) - sup{µ(Z) 
= inf{µ(U) 
A => Z E Z(X)} 
A c U E U(X)} 
DEFINITION 1 .2.2. Let µ be a Baire measure on a topological space 
X. We say that µ is 
( i) T-smooth if µ(Z) + O f or every net {z} c Z(X) 
a a 
that Z + ¢ , 
a 
(ii) tight i f µ( X) - s up{µ* (K) : K E K(X)} . 
It i s evident that a l l tight measures ar e T- smooth . 
The suppoPt of a Baire measure is defined by 
such 
S*(µ) = {x E X : µ( V) > 0 for every VE V( x ) n Ll( X)} . 
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Note that S*(µ) - n{z E Z(X) : µ(Z) = µ(X)} . It follows from the 
definitions that a non-zero T-smooth Baire measure has a non-empty support . 
An extended r eal-valued measure on the Borel field B(X) i s called a 
Borel measure. 
DEFINITION 1.2.3. Let µ be a Borel measure on a topological space 
X. We say that µ is 
(i) inner regular if µ(A)= sup{µ(F) : A :JFE F(X)} for 
each A E B(X) such that µ(A) < 00 • 
' 
(ii) outer regular if µ(A)= inf{µ(U) : Ac U E O(X)} for 
each A E B(X) ; 
(iii) compact inner regular if µ(A) = inf{µ(K) 
for each A E B(X) such that µ(A)< 00 ; 
A :J KE K(X)} 
(iv) regular if µ is both inner and outer regular. 
Now consider the following condition: 
(i)' µ(U) = sup{µ(F) : U :JFE F(X)} for each U E O(X) such 
that µ(U) < oo. 
Then (i)' and (ii) imply (i) by the same way as in the proof of Theol:'em 
(11 .32 ) of Hewitt and Ross [18]; that is, (i) and (ii) are equivalent t6 
(i)' and (ii). 
Note that even if a Borel measure µ on X is regular, µ does not 
necessarily satisfy the following condition: 
(i)" µ(A) = sup{µ(F) : A :J F E F(X)} for each A E B(X) • 
If µ is finite, then its inner regularity and outer regularity are 
equivalent; otherwise this does not necessarily hold (se e Gruenhage and 
Pfeffer [13, Example 6, Example 7]). The following theorem gives a 
sufficient condition for an inner regular Borel measure to be outer regular . 
THEOREM 1 .2.4. Let µ be a Borel measure on a topological space X 
such that X - U U for some sequence 
nEIN n 
with µ ( u ) < oo 
n 
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If . . regular., then µ outer regular. µ 1.,S 1.,nner 1.,S 
Proof. Given A E B(X) and E > 0 
' 
there is an F E F(X) such that 
c Ac n µ(Ac n U -FI n for all F u and < s/2 , 
n n n nJ 
V = U n ~ E O(X) . Then it follows that 
n n n 
n E IN 
µ [ U V -A) < I µ ( V -U n A) < s • 
nE IN n nE IN n n 
Hence µ is outer regular. // 
n 
. Let 
COROLLARY 1.2.5. Let µ be an inner regular Borel measure on a 
a-compact., locally compact space X such that µ(K) < 00 for all 
KE K(X) • Then µ is outer regular. 
There is a sufficient condition for an outer regular Borel measure to · 
be inner regular. 
THEOREM 1.2.6. Let µ be a a-finite., outer regular Borel measure on 
. . 
a topological space X. Then µ 1.,s 1.,nner regular. 
Proof. There is a sequence {En}nEINc B(X) such that X = u E 
nE IN n 
µ (E ) < 00 for all n E IN • For each A 
n 
n E IN there . u E O(X) such that 
' 
lS a 
n 
µ (A - n r.f) = µ [ U U -
nE IN n nE N n 
u 
nE IN 
Thus µ is inner regular. // 
E B(X) 
' 
each E > 0 and each 
u => Ac n E and 
n n 
< I µ[u -Ac n E) < s . 
nE IN n n 
and 
DEFINITION l .2.7. Let µ be a Borel measure on a topological space 
X. Then we say that µ is 
(i) locally bounded if, for every x EX, there is a VE V(x) 
such that µ(V) < oo ; 
( ii ) weakly T-smooth if sup µ(ua) - µ(X) for each net 
a 
{ V } c O(X) 
a 
such that V 
a 
t X · 
' 
(iii) -r-smooth if sup µ(U) - µ(U) 
. Ci: 
for each net 
a 
Iu} C O(X) such that u tu. l a a 
Note that a finite real-valued T-smooth Borel measure on a regular 
space is regular (see Gardner [10, Theorem 5.4]). 
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DEFINITION 1 .2.8. Let µ be a Borel measure on a topological space . 
X. Then µ is called 
(i) a pre-Radon measure if µ is locally bounded, regular and 
T-smooth; 
(ii) a Radon measure if µ is locally bounded, semi-finite and 
compact regular. 
A Radon measure is T-smooth, and a a-finite Radon measure is a pre-
Radon measure. However, all Radon measures are not necessarily pre-Radon 
measures. There are Radon measures which are not outer regular (see, for 
example, Gruenhage and Pfeffer [13, Example 7]). 
A semi-finite pre-Radon measure on a locally compact space or a 
complete metric space is a Radon measure. In general, we have 
THEOREM 1 . 2. 9 (Amemiya, Okada and Okazaki [2, Theorem 7. 4). Let X 
be a complete regular space such that X is a Borel subset of its Stone-
V 
Cech compactification. Then every semi-finite pre-Radon measure on X . -is a 
Radon measure. 
Fremlin has given the concept of quasi-Radon measures which are similar 
to pre-Radon measures . As for its definition, see Fremlin [9 , · §72]. He has 
also shown the author the relation between a quasi-Radon measure and pre -
Radon measure as follows. 
THEOREM 1.2.10 ( Fremlin ). (i) Let µ be a pre-Radon measure on a 
topological space X. Then their exists a unique quasi-Radon measure v 
on ( X, L *) µ such that v(B) = µ*(B) for all B E L * with µ µ*(B) < oo ., 
where Lµ* is the f amily of all µ*-measurable sets. Furthermore ., V - µ 
11 
on O(X) . 
(ii) Let v be a locally bounded quasi-Radon measure on (X, E) • 
Then there exists a unique pre-Radon measure µ on X such that µ = v on 
O(X) . 
The support of a Borel measure µ on a topological space X . lS 
S(µ) = {x EX: µ(V) > 0 for every VE V(x)} . 
If µ is finite, then S(µ) = n{F E F(X) : µ(F) = µ(X)} , but it does not 
necessarily hold that µ(X) = µ(S(µ)) (see Example 1.2.15). 
The following propositions are easily verified from the definitions. 
PROPOSITION 1.2.11. Every non-zero weakly T-smooth Borel measure on 
a topological space X has a non-empty support. In particular, a non-zero 
pre-R~don measure as well as a non-zero Radon measure has a non-empty 
support. 
PROPOSITION l .2.12. Let µ be a Borel measure on a completely 
regular space X. Then 
EXAMPLE 1 .2.13. Let X be a topological space. For an x EX, we 
define a Borel measure o by 
X 
o (B) 
X 
We call 0 the Dirac measu1')e 
X 
= {1 
1,,0 
at x. 
if X E B ' 
if X f B • 
It is obvious that o is a Radon 
X 
measure and s(ox) = {x} , and that oxlB*(X) is a t i gh t measure on X. 
EXAMPLE l .2.14. Let X be a topological space , and let fx} be 1 n nE N 
a sequence in X converging to some x EX such th~t X -f X 
n m 
if n -t m . 
Then a Borel measure I no is not locally bounded although it is 
nE IN xn 
a-finite. 
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EXAMPLE 1.2.15 (J. Dieudonne). Let Q be the fir s t uncountable 
ordinal and [O, QJ the set of ordinals less than or equal to n with the 
usual interval topology. For simplicity, let X = [O, QJ We define a 
two-valued set function µ on B(X) by µ(B) - l or O according as a 
Borel set BE B(X) does or does not include an unbounded closed subset of 
1a} X. Then µ is a Borel measure (cf. Halmos [16, §52 (10)] and called the 
Dieudonne measure. It follows from the definition that µ({Q}) - 0 , and 
that µ(V) = 1 for every VE V(Q) Then we have S(µ) = {Q} , and µ 
not regular. 
EXAMPLE 1.2.16. Under the same notation as in Example 1.2.15, let 
v = µy, where Y = [O, Q) = [O, QJ - {Q} . Then v is a regular Borel 
. 
lS 
measure by Gruenhage and Pfeffer [13, Example 5], and S(v) = ¢ So v is 
not a weakly · T-smooth Borel measure. It is clear that i(v) - µ , where 
L : Y + X is the natural injection. Furthermore, we can claim that Y . lS 
not realcompact. In fact, vlB*(Y) is a two-valued Baire measure which is 
not T-smooth, hence Varadarajan [47, Theorem IV .6] assures us that Y is 
not realcompact. 
All vector spaces dealt with in this thesis are over the real number 
field R 
Let X be a locally convex space and X' its topological dual space . 
For F c X' , let 
.J. 
F = {x EX: <x, ~) = 0 for all~ E F} , and let 
.l. 
denote the natural map from X to X/F If FV(X') denotes the family 
of all finite dimensional subspaces of X', then n~1(B(X/F.1 )) is a 
a-algebra on X for every FE FV(X') , and Z(X, X') = U ,n;1 (B(X/FL)) 
FEFD(X') --
is an algebra on X . Let C(X, X') = a(Z(X , X')) , and let 
us call it the cylindrical a-algebra of X. A cylinder set-measure m on 
X is a non-negative, real-valued, finitely additive set function on 
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Z(X, X') such that m is a-additive on -1( 1. ) TIF B(X/F ) for all 
FE FV(X') . A measure on C(X, X') is called a cylindrical measure. Note 
that C(x X') i·s the minimal · a-algebra which makes all functionals in X' 
' 
meas urable. 
Let Y be a linear subspace of X endowed with the relative topology. 
Then we have Z(Y, Y') - Y n Z(X, X') and C(Y, Y') = Y n C(X, X') . 
In a similar way, we can define Z(X', X) and C(X', X) . 
1.3. a-algebras 
In general, the Baire field B*(X) of a topological space X . l.S cl 
sub-a-algebra of the Borel field B(X) • Suppose that X is a perfectly 
normal space; that is, X is normal and each closed subset is a G0-set . . 
Then B*(X) = B(X) In particular, if X is a metric space, then 
B*(X) - B(X) As far as the author knows, it is not known whether or not 
B*(X) - B(X) implies that X is perfectly normal. 
There are some topological spaces on which the Baire fields are 
different from the Borel fields. 
PROPOSITION 1.3.l. Under the same notation as in Example 1.2.15, 
B*([O, nJ) c; B([O, QJ) . 
'F-
Proof. There are two alternative proofs (I) and (II). 
(I) Assume that B*([O, nJ) = B([O, nJ) . Then the Dieudonne measur e 
µ is a Baire measure , whence it is regular . This is a contradiction. 
( II ) Assume that B*([O, nJ) = B([O, n]) . Then 
[O, n) E B*([O, n]) ; hence [O Q) is realcompact by Moran [31 , 
Proposition 2 . 5] . However, [O, n) is not realcompact as we have shown in 
Example 1 . 2.16 . // 
Let {xA}AEA be a family of completely regular spaces . 
we denote the subring of c(n xA] 
AEA 
generated by U {f o PA 
AEA 
where pA is the projection of n XA to X>.. . 
>..EA 
PROPOSITION l .3.2. Let {xA}AEA be a family of completely regular 
spaces. If, for each countable subset A0 of A, the subproduct space 
Proof. It is obvious that ® B*(xA) C B*(n xA] 
>..EA AEA 
For each 
f E c(n x>..] , there is a sequence 
>..EA 
f(x) - lim f (x) 
n n~ 
for all x En XA 
AEA · 
every fn . lS ® B*(XA)-measurable, 
>..EA 
which means that f- 1 (0) E ® B*(XA) 
>..EA 
B*(n x>..] c ® B*(XA) II 
>..EA >..EA 
such that 
by Hager [14, Theorem 2.2]. Since 
f is also ® B*(XA)-measurable, 
>..EA 
for each f E c(n XA j . Hence 
>..EA J 
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COROLLARY l .3.2. Let {x>..}>..EA be a family of compact spaces. Then 
® B*(X) = B*(n X l . 
>..EA >.. AEA >.. 
V Let BX denote the Stone-Cech compactification of a completely regular 
space X. 
COROLLARY 1.3.3. Let {xA}AEA be a family of completely regular 
spaces such that n XA is pseudo-compact. 
\EA 
Proof. By Glicksberg [12, Theorem l], 8 n XA = n 8XA . It 
>..EA \EA 
follows from Corollary 1.3.2 that ® B*(SXA) = B*[CT SXAl . Th en 
AEA AEA J 
PROPOSITION 1 .3.4. Let {xA}AEA be an uncountable family of non-
trivial topological spaces; that is~every XA contains at least -two 
elements. Then 
Proof. For each A EA, there is an FAE F(xA) such that 
Then CT FA f ® B(xA) 
AEA AEA 
since 
® B (xA) = u{ ( ® B (xA)) X n XA Ao lS a countable subset of A} 
AEA AEA0 AfA0 
However, . since is closed. II 
1 5 
COROLLARY 1.3.5. Let fxA}AEA be a family of non-trivial topological 
spaces which sat isfy t he second axiom of countabi lity . Then 
Proof. It follows from Proposition 1 . 3 . 2 and Proposition 1 . 3 . 4 that 
Similarly we have 
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COROLLARY 1.3.6. Suppose that _{xA}AEA ~s a f amily of non- trivial 
compact spaces. T'nen 
Now we concentrate on locally convex spaces . Let X be a locally 
convex s pace. By Edgar [8, Theorem 2.3] we have C(X, X') = B*(Xa(X,X')) , 
. 
where a(X, X') denotes the weak topology on . X. Thus, in general, we 
have the following relationships: 
(I) C(X, X') C B(xa(X,x') C B(X) ; and 
(II) C(X, X') c B*(X) c B(X) . 
PROPOSITION 1 .3.7. Let X be a locally convex space. If 
C(X, X') ) {o}, then the cardinal number of X is equal to that of IR. 
Proof. Let f: Xx X ~ X be defined by f(x, y) = ~ - y . Then f 
is (C(X, X') ® C(X, X')-C(X, X'))-measurable. Since {o} E C(X, X') , 
{(x, x) EX x X: x EX}= f- 1(0) E C(X, X') . By Hoffrnann-J¢rgensen [19 , 
Theorem I.3.5] there is an injection from X · into R which i s C(X, .X')-
rneasurable. This completes the proof. II 
-COROLLARY 1.3.8. If the cardinal nwnber of a locally convex space X 
is greater than that of IR , then 
C(X, X') = B*(xa(X,X')) ~ B(xa(X,X')) C B(X) . 
Recall t hat a topological s pac~ is called hereditarily Li ndelof if its 
every subspace i s Lindelof . 
THEOREM 1.3.9 ( Mitorna, Okada and Okazaki [28 , Theorem 3 . 6]) . . Let X 
be a hereditarily Lindelof locally convex space . Then 
C( X, X ') = B(xa ( X,X ')) - B(X) . 
COROLLARY 1.3.10. Suppose that X is a separable Frechet space . 
Then C(X , X') = B(Xa ( X, X') ) = B(X) . 
Let {XA}AEA be a family of locally convex spaces . Then it follows 
that 
The following theorem is shown by Okazaki. 
THEOREM 1.3.11. If X is a Lindelof locally convex space, then 
C( X, X') = B *( X) . 
Proof. Let {qA}AEA be the family of continuous seminorms which 
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determines the locally convex topology on X. Then we can regard X as a 
subspace of x0 = i-f XA, where XA = Xlker qA. Then X is a Baire-
. AEA 
embedding $ubspace since it is a Lindelof space. Since every XA . lS a 
separable normed space, c(xA, X{) - B*(XA) - B(xA) by Theorem 1.3-9. Thus 
we have 
C(X, X') = x n c(x0 , x~) = x n ( ®· c(xA, X{)] 
. AEA 
= B*(X) . II 
A norm II II on a Banach space X is said to be a Kadec norm if the 
weak and the strong topologies oY X agree on {x E X : llxll = l} . It is 
known that if ( X, 11 II) is a locally uniformly convex Banach space, then 
the norm II II is a Kadec norm. 
THEOREM 1 .3.12 (Edgar [8, Th eorem 1.1]). Let X be a Banach space 
which admits a Kadec norm; that is~ there ~s a Kadec norm equivalent to the 
original norm of X . Then B(xa(X,X')) = B(X) . 
By Edgar [8, Proposition 2 . 5] , there are a Banach space X and a closed 
G0-subset A oi Xa(X,X ' ) such that A f B*(Xa(X,X')) = C(X , X') . In 
particular , X is not perfectly normal . 
a(X,X') 
Masani [26 , Theorem 3.13] has shown the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1 .3.13. Let X be a Hilbert space such that 
C(X, X') = B(X) • Then X is separable. 
18 
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CHAPTER II 
EXTENSION THEOREMS 
2.1. Introduction 
In §2.2, we prove pre-Radon extension theorems; that is, we examine 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a set function defined on a ring or 
an algebra of subsets of a topological space · X to be extendible ·to a 
pre-Radon measur e on X. 
The following three theorems give sufficient conditions for a Baire 
measure to be extendib l e to a Borel measure. 
THEOREM 2.1.1 ( Mar{k [25]). Let X be a normal~ countably para-
compact space. Then every Baire measure on X can be extended to a unique 
Borel measure on X. 
For the definition of countably paracompact spaces, see §5.1. 
THEOREM 2.1 .2 (Knowles [23, Theorem 2.4], Kirk [22, Theorem 1.14]). 
Let µ be a T-smooth Baire measure on a completely regular topological 
space 
X. 
X· ~ then µ is extendible to a unique T-smooth Borel measure on 
THEOREM 2.1 .3 (Knowles [23, Theorem 2.5]). If µ is a tight Baire 
measure on a completely regular topological space~ then µ is extendible 
to a unique Radon measur e on X. 
In §2.3, we deal with Kolmogorov ' s extension theorem f or infinite Radon 
measures . Yamasahi [49] has already studied the extension problem of a 
self-consistent system of infinite measures on the assumption that every 
self-consistent system of probability measures has a unique a-addi tive 
extension . 
Let I be a directed set and {F } a family of topological spaces L cEI 
such that , for each pair Cc, K) of indices with cs K , there i s a 
continuous map f : F -+ F 
LK K L 
and that these maps satisfy the fol l owing : 
( i) is the identity map of F {, 
(ii) f - f of for L < K < A {,A - {,K KA 
for each L E I . 
' 
Then we call this system { (p- , f ) : L S K , L , K E I} 
L LK' 
a projective system 
of topological spaces. Let lim F denote its projective limit; that is, {, 
lim F = {(x) EI E 1-i- F 
+-- L LL iEI L 
projection of 
Let 
lim F 
(; 
to 
+--
F . 
(; ' 
X 
{, 
for L 
then we have 
... , (; E I} . 
n 
For 
let pM denote the natural projection of F = lim F (; 
Let 
on 
to 
We say that the projective system { (F , p I : (; < K , L , K E I} (; LK· 
sequentially maximal if pM is surjective for all ME V(I) . 
denote the 
lim F 
(; 
+--
. 
lS 
Let ( (; E I) be a Borel measure on F 
{, 
We call {µ } self-L LEI 
consistent if f (µ) - µ for each pair (i, K) with · (; s K • The 
LK K - (; 
Kolmogorov's extension problem is whether there exists a a-additive measure 
µ on the a-algebra Bochner has 
proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1.5 ( Bochner [4, Theorem 5.1 .1]). Let F = lim F be the 
+-- {, 
projective limit of a sequentially maximal projective system 
{ (F p ) : (; < K , (; , K E I} 
L ' LK' 
such that is surjective for all (; E I ~ 
and let {µi}iEI be a self-consistent sys tem of Radon probability measures 
on {Fi}iEI . T1aen there exists a un~que a-additive measure µ on 
such that on F 
{, 
for every i E I . 
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2.2. Pre-Radon Extension 
THEOREM 2.2.l. Let X be a topological space, U a pav~ng genera ted 
by an open base of X ., and m a non-negative., real-valued., finitely 
additive set function on R[UJ . Then m is extendible to a unique pre-
Radon measure on X if and only if m satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) if U , U E U and u t u ., then lim m(u ) = m( U) . and ., a. a. a. 
a. 
(ii) for every U E u ., 
m(U) = sup{m(F) . U =:)FE R[UJ n F(X)} . . 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the 'if' portion. Suppose that, for 
two nets {UC(.}, {VS} C LJ, UC(. t O and VS t O; then we have 
For OE O(X) , let 
lim m(u ) 
. a.· 
a 
A(O) = sup{m(U) : 0 =:) U EU} . 
Then A is an increasing , non-negative, subadditive set function on O(X) 
If Oa. E O(X) and Oa. t O, then we have lim A(oa.) = A(O) . We define a 
a 
set function AO by 
Ao(A) - inf{A(O) : Ac OE O(X)} 
for every subset A of X 
cla s s of all subs e t s of X 
This AO is an outer measure defined on the 
Now we show that each open set OE O(X) i s 
A0- measurab l e . It is sufficient to show t hat 
for each subset A of X with AO ( A ) < 00 Given € > 0 , there is an 
o1 E O( X) such that o1 =:) A and A(o1) < € + AO (A) . We can take a net 
s uch that U t 0 
a. l For every VE U with V c O , there is an 
F E R[ UJ n F( X) s uch that F c V and m( F) + € > m(V) by (ii). Then it 
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follows tha t 
for all a. Hence we have 
c: + lim m(Ua-.v) > lim m(ua-F) - >-(o1-F) > >.
0(A-O) , 
a a 
which implies that 
s + Ao(A) > A(o1) = lim m(ua.) - lim (m(ua. n v)+m(ua-v)) a a 
Since V is arbitrary, we have 
so that 0 lS 0 A -measurable. Thus every Borel subset of X . lS 
AO- measurable; that is, µ = >. 0 1B(X) is a Borel measure . It follows from 
the construction that µ is a pre-Radon measure. 
Next we prove that µ is an extension of m. For every A E R[U] , 
there are W., V. EU (i = 1, 2, ... , m) which satisf y (i), (ii) and (iii) 
i, i, 
in Lemma 1.2.1. Hence we have 
m(A) = m( ~ 
i=l 
(w.-v.)I 
i, i, J 
n 
l 
i =l 
n 
l 
i =l 
Finally we have to prove the uniqueness of µ . Let v be another 
pre-Radon measure such that v = m on R[UJ . For every O E O(X ) , there 
i s a net {u } c U such that U t O , then we have 
a a 
µ(O) = lim µ(ua) = lim m(ua) 
a a 
= lim v(ua) = v(O) . 
a 
Since both µ and V are outer regular, µ = V II 
Next we consider the algebra A[UJ . 
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THEOREM 2.2.2. Let X be a topological space, U a paving generated 
by an open base of X. Then a non-negative, extended real-valued, 
a-additive set function m on the algebra A[UJ is extendible to a unique 
a-finite pre-Radon measure on X if and only if m satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(i) there exists an increasing sequence {un}nEINc U such 
that X = U U and m(un) < 00 for each 
nE IN n 
n E IN • , 
(ii) if U , U E U , 
a 
Va t U and m(U) < 00 , then 
lim m(U) = m(U) ; 
. a-
a 
(iii) for each U EU such that m(U) < 00 , 
m(U) = sup{m(F) : U:) FE A[UJ n F(X)}. 
Proof. It suffices to show the 'if' part. For OE O(X) , we let 
A(O) = sup{m(U) : 0:) U EU and m(U) < 00 } , 
and let 
A0 (o) = inf{A(O) : Ac OE O(X)} . 
Then by the same manner as in the proof of Theorem 2.2~1 every open set is 
A0 - mea surable, and µ = AOIB(X) is a a-finite pre-Radon measure. 
Now we prove that µ is an extension of m. For every U EU the 
' 
algebra Un A[UJ i s generated by Un U Then , f or every A E A[UJ ,. 
there are V., W. EU (i = 1 , 2 , ... , n ) sat i sfyi ng (i), (ii) and (iii) in 
-i -i 
n 
Lemma 2 .1. 1 s uch that An U - U 
i =l 
(u n W. - U n V.) 
-i -i -
m(U n A ) = µ( Un A ) if m(U ) < 00 • It follows that 
Hence we have 
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m(A) - lim m(u n A) = lim µ(U n A) - µ( A) . n , n 
n-';<X) n~ 
Consequent ly, µ is an extens ion o f m. 
The unique n ess of µ is proved by the same wa y a s in t h e proof o f 
Theorem 2.2.1. II 
COROLLARY 2.2.3. Let X be a topological space and U . a pav1,,ng 
generated by an open base such that XE U, and let m be a non-negative, 
finite real-valued, finitely additive set function on the algebra A[UJ . 
Then m is extendible to a unique pre-Radon measure on X if and only if 
m satisfies the following: 
(i) for U EU such that 
a. 
(ii) for all U EU, 
U t X, 
a. 
lim m(ua.) = m(X); 
a. 
m(U) - sup{m(F) : U =.)FE A[UJ n F(X)}. 
and 
Let us note that Theorem 2.1.2 can be a corollary of Corollary 2.2.3. 
COROLLARY 2.2.4. Let X be a topological space and U a pav1,,ng 
generated by an open base of X. A real-valued finitely additive set 
function m on the algebra A[UJ can be extended to a unique Radon measure 
on X if and only if m satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) for each U E 11 , 
m( U) = sup{m(F) U =.)FE A[UJ n F(X)}; 
and 
(ii) m(X) = s up{m0 ( K) KE K(X)}, where 
m
0(K) - inf {m( U) : KC u EU} . 
Proof. It is sufficient if we prove the ' if ' portion . By Corollary 
2 . 2 . 3 , m can be extended to a unique pre-Radon measure µ on X . Given 
€ > 0 , there is a KE K( X) such that m0 ( K) > m(X) - E . Since µ is 
outer regular , there is an OE O(X) such that O =.) K and µ ( K) > µ(O) - € . 
We can take a U E U such that Kc Uc O , which implies that 
µ(K) > µ(O) - E > µ(U) - s ~ m0 (K) - E > µ(X) - 2E 
Hence we have 
. µ(X) = sup{µ(K) : KE K(X)} . 
Since µ is inner regular, µ is a Radon measure on X. II 
Remark 2.2.5. In Corollary 2.2.4, it holds that 
µ(K) = mo(K) = inf{m(A) : Kc A E A[UJ} 
for all KE K(X) . 
Note that Theorem 2.1.3 can be a corollary of Corollary 2.2.4. 
2.3. Kolmogorov's Extension Theorem 
We begin with the countable case. 
THEOREM 2.3.l. Let T = lim T be the projective Zimit of a 
n 
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projective system of topological spaces {(T, p ) : n ~ m, n, m EN}, and 
· n nm 
let {µn}nE N be a self-consistent family of Radon measures on {Tn}nE IN. 
Then there exists a unique Radon measure µ on T such that pn(µ) = µn, 
where Pn is the projection of T to T n 
Proof. Let {uA}AEA be the family of open subsets ·of Tl such that 
µl (uA) < CX) . We may assume that A is directed. Fixed A E A 
' 
{[P~!(uA), qnm] : n < m} is a projective system of topological spaces, 
where Let n \\ - Note that the projective 
By Bourbaki [5, Theoreme 4 . 2] , there lS a Radon measure VA on VA such 
th t Let 
., 
µ(E) = sup \\ (E n VA) 
11.EA 
for every EE B(T) . Since µnlE is a Radon mea s ure for all 
n 
E E B (Tn) , it follows that n 
pn(µ) (En) - µ~~l(En)) = sup v1Jp -l (E ) n vi\) - 11.EA n . n 
= sup vi\[p-1 [E n p~1 (ui\) )) 
11.EA n n n J 
= sup v1 [En n P~~ (uJ) 
11.EA 
= sup µn[En n p~! (ui\)) 
11.EA 
- sup (µnlE) [En n p~~(ui\)) = µ (E ) -
AEI\. n · n n 
Hence p (µ) = µ for every n EN , which implies that µ is locally 
n n 
bounded. Since every VA is a Radon measure, µ is a Radon measure on 
T • 
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Assume that v is another Radon measure on T such that p (v) = µ . 
n n 
For each KE K(T) , we have K = n p~1pn(Kn) · by Bourbaki [5, Proposition 
nE IN 
4.2]. Then 
v(K) 
that i s , V = µ . // 
Note tha t i f lS a- finite f or some n EN , then µ lS 
and outer regul ar by Theorem 1 . 2 . 4 . 
Now we show the general case . 
THEORE 1 2.3.2. Let T = lim T be the proj ective limi t of a 
l 
+-
sequentially maximal projective sys tem of topologi cal spaces 
a -finite 
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{(TL, pLK) : L s K, L, KE I} such that the projection pL of T to TL 
is surjective for all LE I. If {µL}LEI is a self-consistent family of 
Radon measures on {T} then there exists a unique a-additive measure L LEI ., 
on the a-algebra 
measure on and p (µ) = µ 
{, {, 
on T 
{, 
such that 
for each L E I . 
is a Radon 
Proof. We define a finitely additive set function p on the algebra 
for each p-1(E) EA. 
{, . {, 
This p is well-defined since is surjective. 
For each M = ( Ln) nE N E V(I) , we denote by qnM the projection of TM 
Since { µ {, } nE IN is a self-consistent family of Radon measures on 
n 
{T } there exists a unique Radon measure 
L nE IN ' 
on such that 
n 
qnM(µM) = µL for every n EN . We introduce an order relation in V(I) 
n 
MS N if and only if Ln < K for every n E IN. 
- n 
If M S N , then we let p ( (x ) ) - ( - (x ) ) So we have MN K · - l[IL K K · . 
n n n n 
- p {, K (µ K ) -
n n n 
Define a measure µ on B1 as follows : 
µ 
{, 
n 
for all p;1(EM) E 31 . It is obvious that µ is a-additive on B1 and 
that pM(µ) = µM for every ME V(I) . 
For each e, E I , there is an M - ( e,n) nE N E V(I) 
hence p (µ) 
{, 
= µ . 
{, 
Since 
including A , µ is a a-additive extension of p. 
such that 
. 
lS a a-algebra 
Suppose that v is another a-additive extension of p on B1 such 
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that pM(v) is a Radon measure on TM for each M = (e,n)nEINE V(I) Then 
it follows that 
on T for every n EN. Theorem 2.3.1 implies that pM(v) - pM(µ) . It 
e,n 
follows from the definition of B1 that V = µ . // 
Remark 2.3.3. In Theorem 2.3.2, µ is not necessarily extendible to 
a t-smooth Borel measure even if every µt is a probability measure (see 
Moran [30, Theorem 4.6]). 
CHAPTER III 
APPLICATIONS OF PRE-RADON EXTENSION THEOREMS 
3 .1. Introduction 
In §3.2, we show that the product of two a-finite pre-Radon measures 
can be extended to a unique pre-Radon measure; and we prove Fubini's 
theorem with respect to a-finite pre-Radon measures. 
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In §3.3, we prove that the infinite product of pre-Radon probability 
measures is extendible to a unique pre-Radon probability measure. In the 
countable product case, Tortrat [45, Theoreme 2] has given it. However, 
there seems to be some gap in his proof. So we prove the countable product 
case by using Fubini's theorem obtained in §3.2. The uncountable product 
case is derived from the countable product case. Moreover, we present a 
necessary and sufficient condition for the extended pre-Radon measure to be 
a Radon measure. As an application, we have a pre-Radon gaussian measure 
which is not a Radon measure (Example 3.3.5). 
In §3.4, some cylindrical measures are extended to pre-Radon or Radon 
measures . All cylindrical measures on (X, C(X, X')) which can be extended 
to the Borel field B(X) have not always unique extensions (Example 3.4.5). 
Schachermayer [42] has given a cylindrical measure which can not be extended 
to a pre-Radon measure (Exampl e 3 . 4.6 ). 
3.2. Fubin 1 s Theorem 
The product of two finite pre-Radon measures is extended to a unique 
pre-Radon measure as follows . 
THEOREM 3.2.1. Let µ , v be Jinite pre- Radon measures on topological 
spaces 
(X X Y 
. ' 
X; Y respectively . Then the product measu1·e p = µ ® v 
B(X) ® B(Y)) is extendible to a unique pre- Radon measure 
on 
p on the 
product space Xx Y. 
Proof. Let U be the paving generated by 
U
0 
- {U x V: U E O(X), VE O(Y)} 
Suppose that {W } C Li , 
a 
of uo s uch that each u y 
W t X • 
a 
X V . lS y 
Let 
included 
that u (u x v ) = X X y . For each X E 
yEf y y 
ln some 
X , u 
U 1X y 
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be a subfamily 
w It is obvious 
a 
V - y Given -y 
s > 0 , there are X 
.•. ' Yn(x) E r [
n(x) 
such that v . U 
-i=l 
> v(Y) - s 
n(x) 
since v is a pre-Radon measure. Let V(x) - n u . -
' i=l X y. 
'Z, 
then there exist 
x 1 , x 2 , ... , xk EX such that µ[.~ u(x.)) > µ(X) - s . J=l J I t follows from 
the definition of product measures that 
[ k 
n (x .) 
v )1 = pp Uu(x.J j-1 n (x .) V xJ1 J u(xp)] J p u u (u(xj) x u X u j=l i=l X. . 1 J p=l i=l J ) J= y.J J y. 
'Z, 'Z, 
k pl [u(x) j-1 
n lx .) 
u(x ) I x J' = I u u V x .] j=l p=l p·) i=l y.J 
'Z, 
j-1 ] 
U u(x J (v(Y)-s} 
p=l p 
- µ( ~ 
j=l 
U (x) ) ( V ( Y) -£) > ( \J ( X) - £] ( V ( Y) - £) 
Since {wa} is d i rected , there is an a.0 such that 
j=l i=l 
k n(xj) 
U U (u(x .) x v ) 
J x . 
y .J 
'Z, 
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wh ich implies that l im p(wa) - p(X x Y) . I t fo llows from Corollary 2 . 2 . 3 
a 
that the r es triction PIA[UJ is extendible to a un i que pre-Radon me a s ure p 
on Xx Y. By Hopf's extension theorem, p = p on B(X) ® B(Y) ; that 
is, p is the desired extension of p. // 
The a-finite case is given as follows. 
THEOREM 3.2.2. Let µ, v be a-finite pre-Radon measures on 
topological spaces X, Y respectively. Then the product measure p = µ (3) v 
on (x x Y, B(X) (3) B(Y)) can be extended to a unique pre-Radon measure on 
XX y 
Proof. Let U be the paving generated by 
U
0 
- {U x V: U E O(X), VE O(Y), µ(U) < oo, v(V) < oo} 
Assume that Wa' WE U and Wat W. There are Ui x Vi E U0 
(i = 1, 2, ... , n) 
w C uo X Vo 'where 
such that 
u = 0 
n 
u 
i=l 
n 
w - u 
u. ' 1, 
i=l 
(u. x V.) , so that we have 
. 1, °1,' 
n 
u 
i=l 
V. 
1, 
It follows f~om Theorem 
3.2.l that µU (3) VV is extendible to a unique pre-Radon measure on 
0 0 
U
0 
x v
0
. Thus we have 
lim (µ (3) v)(wa) - lim 
a a 
By Theorem 2. 2 . 2 , the r estri ction PIA[UJ is extendib l e to a un i que pr e-
Radon measure p on Xx Y . Since both p and p are a- f i nite on 
B( X) ® B(Y ) , p = p on B(X ) ® B(Y ) by Hopf ' s extension theorem . This 
completes the proof . / / 
Let M+( X) denote the set of all non-negative , extende d real-value d 
lower semi-continuous functions on a topological space X. 
LEMMA 3.2.3. Let µ be a semi- finite pre- Radon measure on a 
topologica l space X. If f , f E M + ( X) and f t f ~ then a a 
lim J f dµ = J fdµ. 
a X a X 
n 
Proof. Suppose that f is a simple function I a.xE 'where 
i=l 1,, i 
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E. E B ( X) , 
1, 
E. n E. - ¢ 
1,, J if i t J The restriction is a pre-Radon 
measure by Amemiya, Okada and Okazaki [2, Theorem 5.3]. Therefore we have 
by the adaption of the proof of Proposition 8.2 in Amemiya, Okada and 
Okazaki [2]. Then 
lim J f dµ 
a X a 
n 
- I 
i=l 
lim J 
a E. 
1,, 
- Ix fdµ • 
Now consider an arbitrary f E M+(X) . If we let 
n 
n• 2 k-1 
n 
- I a.µ(E.) 
1, . 1, i=l 
g = 
n I -x k=l 2n {~EX:(k-l)l2n<f(x)Skl2n} + nx {xEX:f(x)>n} ' 
then lim f g dµ = f fdµ 
n~Jx n Jx 
Since is a simple function, it follows 
from the first step that 
t fdµ = r lim J g dµ - lim lim Jx fa I\ g dµ -X n n n-xx:> n~ a 
- lim lim J f (\ g dµ = lim r lim f I\ g dµ -
n-xx:> X a n J X n-x:o a n a a 
- lim J f dµ 
a X a 
II 
LEM~·lA 3.2.4. Let µ, v be a-finite pre- Radon measures on topological 
spaces X, Y respectively~ and let µ ® v denote the pre -Radon extension 
of µ ® v obtained in Theorem 3 . 2 . 2 . Then 
for every WE O(X x Y) . 
Proof. Let U be the paving generated by 
{U x V: U E O(X), · v E O(Y)} . 
Given WE O(X x Y) , there exists a net {W} C LJ such that W t W. 
a. a. 
a way similar to Bourbaki [5, Proposition 2.6.11], the function 
X .-+ Vy(XW (X, y)) is lower semi-continuous on 
a. 
follows from Lemma 3.2.3 that 
X for all 
lim v (xw C x, y)) - vy (xwC x, y)) , 
a Y a 
y E y . It 
which implies that the function xr-+ vylxw(x, y)J is also lower semi-
continuous for all y E Y. Thus we have 
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By 
µ ® v(W) = lim µ ® v(wa.) = lim µxvy(Xw (x, y)) = µxvy(xw(x, y)) II 
a. a. a. 
Now we give Fubini ' s theorem . 
THEOREM 3.2.5. Let µ, v be a-finite pre-Radon measures on 
topological spaces X, Y respectively~ and let µ ® v be the p~e-Radon 
extension of µ ® v on Xx Y. Then~ for each BE B(X x Y) ~ 
(i) x 1-+ vy(xB(x, y)) . B(X)-measurable for 'Z,S each y E y . . ~ 
(ii) y i-+ µx(XB(x, y)) . B(Y)-measurable for 'Z,S each X E X· ~ 
µ ® v(B) = µxvy(x8(x, y)) V µ (xB(x, y)) (iii) -- y X 
Proof. Recall that , for each B E B( X X Y) X8 (x , y) 
. 
' 
lS a 
separately Borel measurable function on Xx Y . Let 
M1 ={EE B(X x Y) : vy(XE(x, y)) is B(X)-measurable for ally E Y} . 
Since V is CT-finite, M1 is a monotone class ; furthermore , we have 
M1 ~ A[ O( X x Y)] . Hence we have M1 = B(X x Y) . Let 
M2 ={EE B( X x Y) : µ ® V(E) = µ v (xE(x, y))} . X y . , 
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Since both µ and V are a-finite , M2 is a monotone class . It follows 
from Lemma 3.2.4 that M2 :::::::> A[O( X x Y)] . Therefore M2 = B(X x Y) . This 
completes the proof . // 
COROLLARY 3.2.6. Let f be a non-negative~ extended real-valued 
Borel measurable function on Xx Y. Then 
(i) Ir f(x, y)dv(y) . B(X)-measurable; X 1---+ -is 
(ii) y >-+ f x f(x, y)dµ(x) -is B(Y)-measurable; 
(iii) IxxY f(x, y)dµ ® v - Ix dµ(x) JY f(x, y)dv(y) 
- IY dv(y) Ix f(x, y)dµ(x) . 
3.3. Infinite Product of Pre-Radon Measures 
In this section , we show that the infinite product of pre-Radon 
measures can be extended to a unique pre-Radon measure. 
At first, we give the countable product case. 
THEOREM 3.3.1. Let µn be a pre- Radon probability measure on a 
topological space X 
n 
( n E IN) Then the product measure µ = ® µ on 
nEIN n 
[n X , ® B ( X ) ] is extendible to a un-ique pre-Radon probability measure 
nEIN n nEN n 
on the product space n X . 
n 
nE IN 
Proof. Let u b e the pav ing generated by 
( 
uo - tnu u E O( X) for a l l n E IN, -
n E I n n 
and Un - Xn except for f i nitely many n E N} . 
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Suppose that W E U 
a 
and WtTTX. 
a nE IN n 
Let 
U 1 - { U E U O : U c rl a for some a} 
,..:-
for some index set f . For every y E f , there is a U~ E O(xn) such 
that uy - TT uY • 
nEN n 
It is obvious that u TT uY -
n yEf nE IN 
TT X 
nE IN n 
For k E IN , 
let 
and 
A -
r(k) - {Y E r 
u(k) - u TT uY • 
y Er ( k ) n E IN n 
Now we define a finitely additive set function V on the algebra 
u B TT x. [ ( n ] nEIN i=l 1,. by 
v[Bn x J:r xq] · = n ® µ.(BI 1,. n· i=l 
for each Bn E B[·fr X .J -, where ; µi 
i=l 1,. i=l 
denotes the pre-Radon extension of 
on the product space (see Theorem 3.2.1). We claim that 
m 
is well-defined. In fact, if p nm denotes the natural map from nx. 
. 1 1.,. 1,.= 
n 
TT X . 
. 1 1.,. 1,.= 
for m > n , then pnm[ _; µij\ 
1,.=l 
is a pre-Radon measure on 
n 
n X. 
. 1 1.,. 1,.= 
pnm[~ n [n x., n B[\)) such that - ® µ. on ® hence, by - ' i=l 1,. . l 1, i=l 1,=l 1,.= 
n 
to 
Pnm[ _; µi) Theorem 3.2.1, - ® - µ. , which means that \) lS well-defined. 
1,=l i=l 1,. 
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We shall prove that v is a-addi tive . Take a decreasing sequence 
{Ek} k EN c A, and suppose that there is an E: > 0 for which \.l (Ek) > E: for 
every k E IN . For . each E = BN(E) X n X EA ' let 
q>N(E) q 
- { (x l' x 2 , ... ) E n X : n+ n+ q>n q 
and let 
Moreover, if we let 
then it follows from Theorem 3.2.5 that 
N(EkJ 
v (Ek) = ® 
i=l 
Hence µ
1
(FkJ ~ s/2 , so that there exists an x1 E x1 for which 
for all k E N . By mathematical induction, there is a sequence 
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tx":) E n X s uch t hat 
n nE N nE N n 
µ(n)(Ek(xl' ... ,xJ) >f.l2n 
for every k E N • Then we have tx":) E n E ; 
n nE N kE IN k 
tha t . lS, 
Thus . \) lS a-additive on A • 
Since . \) lS a-additive, for each E > O , there exists a k 0 EN 
such that 
By Theorem 3.2.1, there is a finite subset {y1 , ... , yp} of r(k0) such 
that 
k
0 
[ k
0 l p Yq ® µ. u nu. 
. 1., . 1., 
1.,=l q=l 1.,=l 
>1-E. 
Since {wa} is directed, there is an a0 such that 
k . 
p O y 
w ::) u nu _q 
ao 1 · " 
- q= 1.,=l 
x rr x 
m>k m 
0 
Thus we have lim µ(Wa) - 1. By Corollary 2.2.3, i.ilA[UJ is extendible t o 
a 
a unique pre-Radon measure µ on n X • 
nElf\J n 
Since both µ and µ are 
f i n ite , µ - µ on ® B (x ) by Hopf 's extens ion theorem . Therefore µ 
n E IN n 
is an extension of µ . This completes the proof . II 
Now we prove the uncoutable case . 
THEOREM 3.3.2. Let µA be a pre-Radon probability measure on a 
topological space ( A E /\ ) Then the product measure µ - ® µ 
AEA A 
1.,s extendible to a un&que pre-~adon measure on the 
on 
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product space r-T XA. 
AEA 
Proof. Let U be the paving generated by 
UA = XA except for finitely many A}. 
Take a net {w} c U such that W t · r-T X , and let c = sup µ(W} . 
a a A EA A a a 
Then there is a sequence 
For simplicity, let 
N( a) . 
W = U r-T Va ''t , 
a i=l AEA A 
let 
such that c = lim µ(W ) = µ( U W 1 . 
n-';-00 an n E IN anJ 
For each a , we can ·write 
(i-1, 2, ... ,N(a)). If we 
is a countable set. Since W = q1(W) x ~ XA, we have 
0 
is the projection of -y-i- XA to 
AEA 
At firs t , assume t hat S(µA) = XA for all A EA . Suppose that 
c < l ; then there is an a.0 s uch that [ ® µA) ( q 1 ( W a ) -q 1 ( W)) > o AEA1 O 
since lim [ ® µA) (q1 (wa)) = 1 by Theorem 3 . 3 . 1 . Thus there exists an i 
a AEA1 
(1 < 't < N(a.0)) such that [ ® l-1 ) [r-r Ua0 ,1, - q1 (vi) ] > 0 . Since AEA ;>,. \EA ;>,. 
l l 
, we have 
= µ(fv7) + µ [ [ n 
\EAl 
= µ(W) + [ ® 
\ EAl 
µ l[n 
AJ \EAl 
which is a contradiction. Thus c = 1. 
lim 
a. 
Now we consider the general case. Let V = µ\ly , where 
/\ 
[ ® µ ,) ( rv ) -\EA /\ a 
Since W n n YA t n YA, it follows that 
a \EA \EA 
lirn 
a. 
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> C ' 
= (@ v][ny] = (@ µJ(nx]. 
\EA \ \EA \ \EA \ AEA A 
It follows from Corollary 2.2.3 that µIA[UJ can be extended to a 
unique pre-Radon measure µ on the product space n XA . Since both µ 
AEA 
and µ are finite, µ - µ on ® B(XA) by Hopf's extension theorem. 
\EA 
This completes the proof . // 
Finally we consider when the pre-Radon extension ® µ of 
\ EA A 
(8, µ 
\ EA A 
is a Radon measure . The following lemma is well-known (see, for example, 
Bourbaki [5, Theoreme 4 . 2]) . 
LEMMA 3.3.3. Let µn be a Radon probability measure on a topological 
space X 
n 
(n EN) • Then the pre-Radon extension ® µ 
nEN n 
on nx 
nEN n 
/Q\ µ ~s a Radon measure . 
o n 
nE N 
THEOREM 3.3.4. Let µA be a Radon probability measure on a 
topological space ( A E A) • Then the pre-Radon extension 
nx 
1i.EA "-
of ® µ is a Radon measure if and only if s(µ,) E K(x,) 
A EA "- /\ /\ 
countably many A EA. 
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of 
on 
except 
Proof. It suffices to prove the 'only if' part since the 'if' part is 
derived from Lemma 3.3.3. Suppose that 
assume that there exists an uncountable subset 
is a Radon measure. 
A 
0 
of A such that 
Let us 
is non-compact in XA for all A E A0 • Without loss of generality, we may 
assume that A0 - A. We shall show that ® µA(K) - 0 for all 1i.EA 
then 
Given KE K(n x"-J , let 
1i.EA 
A= U A , where 
nEN n 
is the pr9jection of nx 
1i.EA A 
to Since 
A is uncoutable, there is an n EN such that A is an infinite set; 
n 
hence An includes an infinit e sequence {1i.i}iE N. Then we have 
® µA(K) < -
\EA 
< 
-
= 
= 
< 
-
Thus 
® µ [n PA (K) l \EA A \EA 
13 µA [n PA (K) x n xA] 
\EA iEN i \#\. i. 
lim [ ® µAl [fr PA.(K) x n xA] k-'KX> \EA i.=l i. 11.#\. i. 
k 
lim n µA. (pA. (K)) 
k-'KX> i. = 1 i. i. 
lim k (1 - 1/n) - 0 • -
k-'KX> 
- sup{® µA(K) 
\EA 
K E K[n XAI} = 0 • 
AEA J 
This is a contradiction. // 
As an application, we have a pre-Radon measure which is not a Radon 
measure. 
EXAMPLE 3.3.5. Let A be an uncountable index set, and let 
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dµA(x) = (l/v'2TI) . exp (-x2/2) on R for A EA, where dx is the Lebesgue 
measure. Then the pre-Radon extension 
measure by Theorem 3.3.4. 
3.4. Cylindrical Measures 
® µ 
AEA A 
A 
on IR is not a Radon 
The pre-Radon extension theorems can be applied to extend some 
cylindrical measures . 
THEOREM 3.4.1. Let X be a locally convex space and U be a pavi.ng 
generated by a o(X , X')-open base included in Z(x X ') • 
' 
A finite real-
valued~ finitely additive set function µ on A[UJ is extendible to a 
un~que Radon measure on (X, p) for a topology p (not necessarily a 
locally convex topology) stronger then a(X, X') if and only if µ 
satisfies the following conditions: 
V (i) µ(,V) = sup{ µ(F) : U -::::J F E A[UJ n F(Xa(X,X'))} for each 
U E U ; 
(ii) µ(X) = sup{µ 0(K) K E K((X, p))} , where 
µo(K) = inf{µ(U) . KcU E U} . . 
Proof. By Corollary 2.2.4, µ can be extended to a unique Radon 
measure µ on Xa(X,X') We shall show that µ(K) - µO(K) for all 
KE K(X) Given s > 0 , there is a GE O(Xa(X,X')) with G -::::J K such 
that µ(G-K) < s Since U is an open base of Xa(X,X') , there is a 
4 2 
U EU such that Kc Uc G, ~hich means that OS µ(U) - µ(K) < s. Thus 
we have µO(K) - µ(K) for all KE K(X) Then there is a a-compact 
subs et L of (X, p) such that µ(L) = µ(X) , so that the identity map 
L from Xa(X,X') onto (X, p) is µ-Lusin-measurable (for the definition 
of Lusin-measurability see, for example, Schwartz [43 , Definition 1.9]). 
Th ere f ore the image measure c(µ) is a Radon measure, which satisfies 
c(µ)(A) = µ(A) for every A E A[UJ . The uniqueness of this extension is 
obvi ous. / / 
Th e following corollary is a generalizat i on of Theorem 1 of Dudley, 
Feldman and LeCam [7], which i s a var i ant of r esults of Prokhorov [38]. 
COROLLARY 3.4.2. Let X be a locally convex space and µ a cylinder 
set measure on X . Then µ is extendible to a unique Radon measure on 
(X, p ) f or a topology p s tronge1,, than a( X, X') if and only if 
µ( X) = sup{µO (K) : K E K( (X , p))}., 
uJhere 
K C u E z ( X ' X , ) n a (x a ( X ' X I ) ) } • 
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The following two theorems are shown by Schacher mayer and Tortrat 
respectively. Here we prove them by using the pre-Radon extension theorems. 
THEOREM 3.4.3 ( Schachermayer [41, Lemma 4]). Let µ be a cylinder 
set measu1?e on a locally convex space X • Then µ is extendible to a 
unique pre-Radon measure on Xa(X,X') 
each net {ua} c Z(X, X') n O(X0 (X,X')) 
if and only if sup µ(ua) = µ(X) for 
a 
such that U t X. 
Cl 
Proof. It is obvious that 
u = Z(X, X') n O(xa(X,X')) = 
is a paving. The set function µIA[UJ can be extended to a unique pre-Radon 
measure µ on by Corollary 2.2.3. Since is a Radon 
measure on 
L 
XIF 
' 
µ = µ on -1( 1. "\ TIF B(X/F )) , which implies that µ . is an 
extension of µ. Suppose that there is another pre-Radon extension V of 
µ. Then v = µ since U is an open base of Xa(X,X') . II 
THEOREM 3.4.4 (Tortrat [46, Theorem 7]). Let X be a locally convex 
space and µ a pre-Radon measure on Xa(X,X') . Then µ is extendible to 
~ 
a unique pre-Radon measure on X if and only if sup µ(ua) = µ(U) for each 
a 
Proof. It suffices if we prove the 'if' part. Let U be the paving 
generated by 
where 
u E u 
' 
. 1, J = 
u --p 
{x+U p 
{x E X 
there are 
2, 
.•• ' m) 
X • • + U 
x EX, pis a continuous seminorm on X} , 
. p(x) < l} . then u C O(X) n B (x0 ) For . ' . 
X . • E X and continuous s emi nor ms p . . ( 1: --
'iJ 'iJ 
n m 
such that u n u (x . . +U I Since --
i=l j=l 'iJ p .. -'iJ 
'iJ p .. 
'iJ 
U (x .. + {y E X 
k E IN -iJ 
p . . (x) 
'iJ < 1 - 1/k}) , 
each 
1, 2' ... ' n ; 
given E: > 0 t her e is a k. . E N 
"iJ 
such that 
µ (x + {y E X p .. (y) s 1 - llk . . }) 
"iJ "iJ . 
> µ ( x . . +U ) - E: I 2 i + j • 
. --iJ Pij 
Let 
then 
Thus we have 
F • • = x . . + {y E X 
"iJ "iJ 
µ(U-F) 
F = 
n m 
n u 
i=l j=l 
[ n m 
-
µ i~l j~l 
-
p . . ( y ) < 1 - 1 lk .. } ; 
"iJ "iJ 
F . . E A[U] n F(X) • 
"iJ 
n m (x .. +U ) - n- u 
. "iJ p . . i=l j=l "iJ F. ·] "iJ 
< µ[it [[j~l (x . . +U ) ) - ~ F • • ) l - "iJ p . . · ·-1 "iJ 
"iJ J- ) 
µ[i~l m < u ((x . . +U )-F .. ) l - j=l "iJ p . . · "iJ 1.,,J ) 
n m 
< I I s12i+j < s. 
i=l j=l 
By Theorem 2.2. 1 , µIA[UJ is extendible to a unique pre-Radon measure µ. 
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on X. Since µ = µ on U , we have µ = µ on O(Xa(X,X')) Note that 
is a pre-Radon meas ure on -, Xa(X, X') 'for µ B(xa(X,X')) 
-r- smooth xa(X,X') and xa(X,X') 
. 
a compl etel y regul ar Thus on lS space. 
µ = µ on B(xa (X,X')) . that is , µ lS a n extension of µ The ' 
uniqueness follows from the fact that u lS an open base of x. II 
In the following example , we show that all cylindrical measures on 
(x , C(X , X')) which can be extended to the Borel field B(X) have not 
necessarily unique extensions . 
EXAMPLE 3.4.5. Let µ be the Dieudonne measure on [O , n ] in 
. 
l S 
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Example 1.2.15. 1Then the function o from [O, nJ into RC( [ o ,n]) defined 
by a(x) = (f(x))fEC([o,nJ) for x E [O, nJ is a homeomorphism by Gillman 
and Jerison [11, Theorem 11.3]. We claim that o(µ) is not regular. In 
fact, if so, then o(µ)j
0
([o,n]) is regular, which is a contradiction. Let 
µ 0 = µIB*([o,n]) ; then there is a Radon measure v on [O, QJ such that 
J fdv = J fdµ for all f E C([O, nJ) (see, for example, Hewitt [o,nJ [o,nJ 0 
and Ross [18, §11]). Thus V = µ 0 on B*([O, St]) by Varadarayan [47, 
Theorem I.SJ), so that o(v) = o(µ) on 
Therefore the cylindrical measure has two 
Borel extensions o(µ) and o(v) , though o(µ) # o(v) since o(µ) is not 
regular and o(µ) is regular. 
Schacharmayer has given a cylindrical measure which can not be extended 
to a pre-Radon measure. 
EXAMPLE 3.4.6 (Schacherrnayer [42, .Beispiel 7.5]). Let X = C([O, nJ); 
then X{n} EX". 
~ 
If we let µ = cS lc(X" X') , then 
X{n} ' 
-µ . lS a a-additive 
measure on (X", C(X", X')) , Since X is a µ-thick subset of X" 
' 
-µ = µ is also a-additive on C(X, X') = XnC(X" X') · 
. ' ' 
that . lS , µ . lS a 
cylindrical measure on X. However, µ can not be extendible to a pre-
Radon measure on 
xo(X,X') · 
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CHAPTER IV 
MEASURE-COMPACTNESS AND BOREL MEASURE-COMPACTNESS 
4.1. Introduction and Preliminary Results 
Since Moran introduced measure-compact spaces and strongly measure-
compact spaces in [30] and [31], many mathematicians have worked on their 
properties. On the other hand, Gardner [10] has given a similar notion for 
Borel measures, that is, Borel measure-compact spaces, B*-spaces, HB*-
spaces; and independently Adamski [l] has defined B*-spaces, HB*-spaces, 
where a B*-space is called a weak T-space and an HB*-space is called a 
. . 
T-space. In this section, we give some results which introduce two new 
classes of topological s paces, weak Radon spaces and Borel regular s pac es. 
We also illustrate the relationships b etween these s pac es (s ee the diagr am 
on page 47). 
In §4.2, we study whether those spaces are closed under countable 
unions . 
I n §4.3, we examine the hereditariness of those spaces. 
All t opological spaces in this chapter are supposed to be completely 
regular, and all measures considered are finite. 
A topological space X is said to be measure-compact (respectively 
s trongly measure-compact) i f every Baire measure on X is T-smooth 
(respectivel y tight ). The f ollowing r es ul ts are proved by Moran: 
( I ) ([ 30 Theorem 2. 1 ]). A t opological space X i s measur e- compact 
if and only i f every non-zero Baire measure on X has a non- empty support . 
( II ) ([ 31 , Proposition 4 . 4]). A topological space X is strongly 
measure-compact if and only if , for every Baire measure µ on X , there 
exists a KE K( X ) such that µ *( K) > 0 . 
We call a topological space X Borel measure- compact if every regular 
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Borel meas ure is T- smooth . A t opological space X is a B*-space i f each 
Borel measure on X i s weakly T-smoot h , and X i s an HB*-space i f each 
subspa ce of X is a B*-space. Gardner has given t he following: 
(III) ([10, Theorem 3.1]). A topological space X is Borel measure-
compact if and only if every non-zero regular Borel measur e on X has a 
non-empty support. 
(IV) ([10, Theorem 4.1]). A topological space X is a B*-space if 
and only if every non-zero Borel measure on X has a non-empty support. 
(V) ([10, Theorem 5.2]). A topological space X is an HB*-space if 
and only if every Borel measure on X . lS T-smooth. 
A topological space X is called a Borel-regular space if every Borel 
measure is regular; Yamasaki has introduced this concept. We call a 
topological space X a weak Radon space (respectively a Radon space) if 
every regular Borel measure (respectively Borel measure) is a Radon measure . 
It is well-known that all standard spaces are Radon spaces. Recall that a 
topological space X ·is. a standard space if there is a cont inuous surjection 
from a Polish space to X. 
For the spaces defined above, we have the following r elationships: 
a-compact space 
weak Radon space ( 4) 
(8) 
( 6 ) 1 
Radon space :• 
strongly measure-compact 
space 
Borel meas ure-compact space 
HB*- space 
( 10)1 
Borel-regular space 
( f) > 
measure-compact 
space 
(5) 
( 9 ) 
> B*- space 
( 1 ), ( 2), ( 4), ( 6 ), ( 8 ) and ( 9 ) are obvious from the definitions . ( 7 ) is 
e vi dent from ( Ill ) and ( IV ). ( 10 ) is implied by Gardner [10 , Theorem 6 .1 ]. 
We s how ( 3) and ( 5). 
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THEOREM 4.1.l. (i) A s t r ongly measure-compact space is a weak Radon 
space. 
(ii) A measure-compact space is a B*-space. 
Proof. (i) Let µ be a regular Borel measure on a strongly measure-
compact space X. Then v = µlo*(X) is a tight measure. Theorem 2.1.3 
implies that v is extendible to a Radon measure v on X. Then µ = v 
by Kirk [22, Corollary 1.15]. 
(ii) Let µ be a non-zero Borel measure on a measure-compact space 
X. Then S*(µjB*(X)) # ¢. By Proposition 1.2.12 and (IV), X is a 
B*-space. I I 
EXAMPLE 4.1.2. (i) The Dieudonne measure in Example 1.2.15 shows 
that the converses of (6) and (9) do not hold, and that a B*-space is not 
necessarily a Borel-regular space. 
(ii) Let A be a non-Lebesgue measurable subset of [O, l] such that 
µ*(A) > 0 and µ*(A)= 0 , where µ is the Lebesgue mea sure on [O, l] . 
Then the restriction µA is a regular T-smooth Borel measure on A , but 
it is not a Radon measure . This A is an HB*-space, hence a Borel 
measure-compact space, however it is not a Radon space nor a weak Radon 
space. Therefore the converses of (4) and (8) do not hold. 
( iii) The countable product IR IN gives an example that the converse 
of ( 1 ) is false . 
4.2. Countable Union 
Let X be a topological space and { Xn } nE N a sequence of subsets of 
X such that X - U X 
I' N n nc 
Gardner [10 , Theorem 3 . 7 , Theorem 7. 4 ] has 
proved that if every X is Borel measure-compact ( respectively C*-
n 
embedded and measure-compact ) then X is Borel measure-compact ( respectively 
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measure-compact). In this section , we show that some spaces defined in §4 . 1 
have the same property. 
PROPOSITION 4.2.1. Let X be a topological space and {xn}nE N a 
sequence of subsets of X such that X = U X 
nE IN n 
. (i) If every X 
n 
is Baire-embedded and measure-compact> then X 1.,S 
measure-compact. 
(ii) If every X is Baire-embedded and strongly measure-compact> 
n 
then X is strongly measure-compact. 
Proof. (i) We can prove it by the way similar to Gardner [10, 
Theorem 3.7]. 
(ii) Let µ be a Baire measure on X· 
' 
then there exists an n E N 
such that µ* (xn) > o . Since 3* (xn) = Xn n _B*(X) , the restriction µX 
n 
is a non-zero Baire measure on X 
n 
By (II) in §4.1, there is a KE K(X) 
such that (µX )*(Kn) > 0 . For any BE 3*(X) with B => K, we have 
n 
> (µX ) * ( K) > 0 , 
n 
which means that µ*(K) > 0 . Hence X is strongly measure-compact. II 
PROPOSITION 4.2.2. Suppose that a topological space X is the union 
of a sequence {X} of its sv.hsets. n nE N 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
space. 
(iv) 
If every 
If every 
If every 
If every 
. . 
X 
n 
1.,S a B*-space> then X 1.,S a B*-space. 
X is an HB*-space> then X 
n 
. 1.,s an HB*-space . 
X is a weak Radon space> then X is a weak Radon 
n 
X 
n 
1.,s a Radon space> then X is a Radon space . 
Proof. Let µ be an arbitrary Borel measure on X . 
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(i) There is an n E 1~ such that µ * (x ) > 0 . 
n 
Then the restriction 
is a non-zero Borel measure on X 
n 
From the assumption, 
that is, there is an XE s(µx) 
n 
For each U E V (x) , 
µ(U) ~ µX (u n Xn) > 0. Thus x ES(µ) . By (IV) in §4.1, X is a 
n 
B*-space. 
(i) Take any subset A of X Since X 
n 
is an HE-space, An X 
n 
B*-space. By (i) ' A u (A n xn) . B*-space. lS a = lS a 
nEN 
(iii) Suppose that µ . regular on X then 1-lx regular lS . is on 
' n 
X for every n E N . Given E: > 0 
' 
there lS a K E K (xn) such that 
n n 
1-lx (x -K) < sl2n . 1-lx . a Radon measure. Then we have since is 
· n n n n 
µ(x - U K ] < ). µ (X -K ) < E: 
' nEN n -~ X n n nEN n 
which implies that µ(X) = sup{µ(K) : KE K(X)} . It follows from the 
regularity of µ that µ is a Radon measure. 
(iv) For any BE B(X) , B n Xn E B(xn) 
we have 
By the argument in (iii), 
µ(B) = sup{µ(K) : K E K(X)} ; CB 
that is, µ is a Radon measure . II 
4.3. Hereditariness 
Every Baire set of a topological space X is measure-compact by Moran 
[31, Proposition 5.1], every closed subset is also measure-compact by Kirk 
[ 21 , Theorem 3. 5] . Here we have the following : 
PROPOSITION 4.3.1. (i) Let X be a measure-compact space and A a 
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subset of X. Suppose that, for each FE F(X) with F n A - ¢, there 
exists· a BE B(X) such that B => A and B n F = ~. Then A -is measure-
compact. 
(ii) Every F -subset of a normal, measure-compact space is measUY1e-
a 
compact. 
Proof. (i) We can prove it by the same way as in the proof of Moran 
[3, Proposition 5.1]. 
(ii) Since a closed subset of a normal space is Baire-embedded, every 
Fa-subset is measure-compact by Proposition 4.2.1. //. 
If X is a strongly measure-compact space, then all Baire subsets of 
·x are also strongly measure-compact by Moran [31, Proposition 4.5], and all 
closed subsets of X are also strongly measure-compact by Mosiman and 
Wheeler [33, Proposition 3.2]. In particular, if X is normal and strongly 
measure-compact, then each Fa-subset is strongly measure-compact by 
Proposition 4.2.1. 
Now we consider subspaces of a B*-space. Every Fa-subset of a 
B*-space is a B*-space by Adamski [l, Theorem 3.7]. We have 
THEOREM 4.3.2. Let X be a B*-space. Suppose a subset A of X 
satisfies the condition that for every FE F(X) ·with F n A=¢, there is 
a BE B*(X) for which B => A and B n F = ¢ 
In particular, every Baire set is a B*-space. 
Then A is a B*-space. 
Proof. If µ is a Borel measure on A , then e,(µ) is ·weakly 
T-srnooth , where e, is the natural injection from A to X. Then , by 
Gardner [10, Lemma 4 . 2] , 
µ(A) = e,(µ)(X) = inf{e,(µ )( G) : s(c(µ)) CG E O(X)} . 
Suppose that S(e,(µ)) n A - ¢ ; then there is a BE B(X) such that B => A 
and B n s(c(µ)) = ¢ . It follows that 
O - µ(BC) - inf{c(µ)(U) 
> inf{c(µ)(G) 
= µ(A) > O , 
BccUEU(X)} 
s(c(µ)) c GE O(X)} 
which is a contradiction. Then there is an x E s(c(µ)) n A , which means 
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that µ(V n A)= c(µ)(V) > 0 for all VE V(x) . Thus x ES(µ) . By (IV) 
in §4.1, A is a B*-space. II 
We give a necessary and sufficient condition for a subset of a Borel 
measure-compact space to be Borel measure-compact. 
THEO REM 4. 3. 3. Let X be a Borel measure-corrrpact space. Then a 
subset A of X is Borel measure-compact if and only if c(µ) . -is a 
regular measure on X for every Borel measure µ on A, where i is the 
natural injection from A to X. 
Proof. The 'only if' part is derived from Gardner [10, Theorem 5.4]. 
Conversely suppose that c(µ) is regular for each regular Borel measure µ 
A then c(µ) . 'I-smooth. For any net {F } c F(A) such that on . lS 
' Ct 
Fa. + ¢ 
' 
we have 
inf µ (F I - inf µ(F n A) -
. Ct· Ct 
Ct Ct 
- inf c(µ) (Fa) - ~(µ) [~ Fa) - -
Ct 
- µ [ [~ Fa) n A] = µ(n F J = 0 -
' Ct Ct J 
which implies that µ lS a 'I-smooth Borel measure on A Hence A . . lS 
Borel measure-compact . II 
The following lemma is easy to prove . 
LEMMA 4.3.4. Let X and Y be topological spaces and f a closed 
continuous map from X to Y . If µ -is a regular Borel measure on X, 
then f(µ) is a regular Borel measure on Y . 
PROPOSITI01 4.3.5. E ery F -sub et of a Borel measure-compact space 
a 
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is Borel measure-compact. 
Proof. Every closed subset is Borel measure-compact by Theorem 4 .3. 3 
and Lemma 4.3.4. Then every F -subset is Borel measure-compact by Garnder a 
[10, Theorem 3.7]. // 
Every Borel set of a Radon space is a Radon space. 
For a weak Radon space, we have the following proposition by Theorem 
4.2.2 and Lemma 4.3.4. 
PROPOSITION 4.3.6. Every F -subset of a weak Radon space is a weak 
a 
Radon space. 
As for a Borel-regular space, the following proposition is easily 
derived. 
PROPOSITION 4.3.7. Every subset of a Borel-regular space is also a 
Borel-regular space. 
Remark 4.3.8. (i) Example 1.2.16 shows that an open subset of a 
Borel measure-compact (respectively B*-, weak Radon, strongly measure-
compact, measure-compact) space is not necessarily a Borel measure-compact 
(respectively B*-, weak Radon, strongly measure-compact, measure-compact) 
space . 
(ii) Take A in (ii) of Example 4.1.2, then A is not a Radon space; 
that . is, every subset of a Radon space is not necessarily a Radon space . 
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CHAPTER V 
SUPPORTS OF BOREL MEASURES 
5. 1. Introduction 
The main purpose of this chapter is to study a new class of topological 
spaces where every finite Borel measure has a Lindelof support. These 
spaces are called SL-spaces. We show that every metacompact space is an 
SL-space, furthermore a 6-paracompact space is also an SL-space. · However, 
a 8-refinable space is not necessarily an SL-space. Moreover we prove 
that every F -subset of an 
a 
SL-space is also an SL-space, while an open 
subset is not always an SL-space. The class of SL-spaces is not closed by 
the products, though the product space of an SL-space and a a~compact space 
is an SL-space . 
All Borel measures in this chapter are supposed to be finite. 
Now let us recall the definitions of paracompact spaces, countably 
paracompact spaces, metacompact spaces and 8-refinable spaces. 
Let U and (;J be two covers of a set X ; then we say that (V is a 
refinement of U if, for each ':ri E W , there exists a U E U such that 
W c U. If U is a family of subsets of a set X, x EX and Ac X, 
then we let 
st(x, U) = {U E U X E U} 
and 
st(A, U) = {U E U : A n U f. ¢} . 
A family U of subsets of a set X is called point finite if st(x, U) 
is finite for each x EX . A family U of subsets of a topological space 
is called locally finite if, for every x EX, there is a VE V(x) such 
that st(V, U) is finite. 
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A topological space X is paracompact ( respectively metacompact) if 
each open cover of X has a locally finite ( respective ly point finite ) open 
refinement. A topological space X is said to be countably paracorrrpact if 
each countable open cover has a locally finite open refinement. A 
topological space X is called e-~efinable if each open cover of X has 
an open refinement u - u u 
nEN n 
such that u 
n 
covers X for every n E IN , 
and that given any x E X there is an m E N 
finite. 
5.2. Fundamental Properties of Supports 
for which st(x, U) 
m 
. 
lS 
Let µ be a Borel measure on a topological space X. If there exists 
the smallest closed subs et S#(µ) which satisfies µ(S#(µ)) - µ(X) , then 
we call S#(µ) the strong support of µ. It is evident that S#(µ) - S(µ) 
l.f S#(µ) exi·sts. I 1 ·f B 1 h t n genera , even i a ore measure as a non-emp y 
support, it does not necessarily imply the existence o f its strong support 
(see Example 1.2.15). A T-smooth Borel measure has a strong support. 
When we consider all regular Borel measures, we have the following 
theorem by Gardner [10, Theorem 3.1). Recall that a Borel measure µ on a 
topological space X is said to be locally measure zero if , for each 
x E X , there exists a V E V(x) such that µ( V) = 0 . 
THEOREM 5.2.1. Let X be a topological space . Then the following 
statements are equivalent : 
(i) every non-zero regular Borel measure has a non- empty 
support; 
(ii) every non-zero regular Borel measure has a strong support; 
(iii) every regular Borel measure which is locally measure zero 
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bS identically zero; 
(iv) X is Borel measure-compact. 
For continuous maps and supports, we have 
THEOREM 5.2.2. Let X and Y be topological spaces and f a 
continuous mapping from X to Y. If µ is a Borel measure on X, then 
f(S(µ)) C S(f(µ)) . 
Proof. We may assume that S(µ) t ¢ . For each x ES(µ) and each 
VE V(f(x)) , we have 
f( µ) ( V) = µ (f-l ( V)) > 0 , 
which implies that f(S(µ)) c S(f(µ)) Since s(f(µ)) is closed, we have 
f ( S ( µ ) ) C S (f ( µ ) ) . / / 
In general , f(S(µ)) t S(f(µ)) . In fact, under the same notation as 
in Example 1.2.16, we have 
¢ = L l_S ( \) ) J ; S ( L ( \) ) ) = S ( µ ) = { S1} 
Nevertheless , the equality holds for strong supports. 
THEOREM 5.2.3 (Rajput and Vakhania [39, Lemma l]). Let X and Y 
be two topological spaces., and µ a Borel measure on X with S#(µ) -f. ¢ 
Then., for every continuous map f from X to Y, s#(f(µ)) exists and 
Let A be a Borel measure on a subset A such that S#(µ) exists; 
then s#(c(µ)) n A= S#(µ) by Theorem 5 . 2.3 , where L :A -+ X is the 
natural injection . In general , we have 
THEOREM 5.2.4. Let X be a topological space ., A a subset of X ., 
and c: A-+ X the natural injection . If µ is a Borel measure on A ., 
then s(c(µ)) n A= S(µ) . 
Proof. We can assume that S(µ) t ¢ . If x ES(µ) , then 
c(µ)( V) = µ(V n A)> 0 for each VE V(x) . Thus S(µ) c s(c(µ) ) . 
Conversely, for each x E s(c(µ)) n A and each VE V(x) , we have 
µ(V n A) = c(µ)(V) > O , which means that s(c(µ)) n Ac S(µ) . II 
If we consider the restrictions of Borel measures, then we have the 
following theorem . 
THEOREM 5.2.5. Let µ be a regular Borel measure on a topological 
space X. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) µ is a T-smooth Borel measure; 
(ii) for each FE F(X) with µF > o, s(µF) t ~; 
(iii) for each F E F(X) with µF > 0 , s# (µF) exists; 
(iv) for each subset A of X with µA > 0 S(µA) t ¢ . , , 
{v) for each subset ACX with µA > 0 , S#(µA) exists. 
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Proof. If µ is a T-smooth measure, then µA is also T-smooth for 
every Ac X by Amemiya, Okada and Okazaki [2, §5]. Hence (i) implies (v), 
so that it suffices if we show that (ii) implie.s (i). Take any net 
{ua.} C O(X) such that ua t X Assume that a= sup µ(ua.) < µ(X) 
a. 
we can choose an increas~ng sequence {ua. }nE IN from {ua} such that 
n 
sup µ(ua ) - a . Let F = [ u u F . then we have µ > 0 , so that -
' nE IN a.nJ F a. n 
Take x E s(µF) , then there is an a.(x) such that 
which implies that µ(F n Ua.(x)) = µF(F n Ua.(x)) > O . Thus we have 
- µ[ U U ] + µ(ua.(x) n F) 
nEIN a.n 
Then 
This is a contradiction . Therefore 
T-smooth. I I 
sup µ(ua) - µ(X) ; 
a 
that . lS , µ lS 
Remark 5.2.6. (i) For each subset A of X , s(µA) c S(µ) n A • 
(ii) If A is a µ-thick subset or an open subset, then 
S (µ ) = S ( µ) n A • 
A 
(iii) Consider the restriction to supports . It follows that 
S (µ ) C 3(µ) . s(µ) exists, then 
# s (µ # ) 
s (µ) 
exists and 
# # 
s (µ # ) = s ( µ) . 
s (µ) 
In general, even if both µ and are Radon 
measures and A is a closed G0-subset. 
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EXAMPLE 5. 2. 7. Let a, b, c E IR such that a < b < c . Then there 
exists a non-negative continuous function f on R such that 
( i) J:
00 
f(x)dx = l , where dx is the Lebesgue measure on R ; 
(ii) 
If we let 
-1 Ca, b J = f ( O) 
dµ = fdx, then µ is a Radon measure and . is a non-zero 
Radon measure . It is obvious that a ES(µ) and a 1 s(µ[ ]) ; 
a,c 
that is, 
we have 
In general, the equality s(µls(µ)) - S(µ) does not hold even if 
µIs(µ)> 0 • In fact , we have the following counter-example . 
EXAMPLE 5.2.8 . We use the same notation as in Example 1 .2. 15 . Take 
an a E [O, n) . If we let p = o + µ , then S(p) = {a , n} and 
a 
ps(p) > 0 . However , it follows that n f s(pS(p)) and n E S( p) . Thus 
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we have S(pS(p)) 1 S(p) · 
In a product space , we have 
THEOREM 5.2.9. Let µ be a Borel measure on a product space 
then S(µ) c -rT s(µA) , where µA is the image measure 
· AEA 
Proof. Given x = (xA)AEA ES(µ) , we have 
> 0 
for each Thus we have 
As the following example shows, . in general . 
EXAMPLE 5.2.10. Let dµ(x) = (l/2rr)exp(-x2/2)dx on IR • There is a 
non-negative continuous function 2 f on IR vanishing outside a compact set 
such that supp t 1 p1 (supp f) x p 2(supp f) , where pi is the projection 
(i = 1, 2) and supp f = {y E R2 : f(y) i o} . If we let dv = fd(µ ® µ) , 
then it is easily verified that S(v) = supp f and s(p.(v)) = p.(supp f) 
-i -i 
(i = 1, 2) . Thus we have 
S(v) = supp f j p1 (supp f) x p 2(supp f) 
5.3. Lindelof Supports 
At first , we show that every Borel measure un a metacornpact space has a 
Lindelof support by using the idea of Moran [32]. 
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THEOREM 5.3.l. Let X be a metacompact space and µ a Borel measure 
on X. Then S(µ) is a Lindelof space. 
Proof. Assume that S (µ ) t ¢ . Let U c O (X) cover S ( µ) ; that 0 
is, U U:) S (µ ) • Then there exists a point finite open refinement of 
UEU 0 
Let U 
2 
= st ( S (µ ) , U ~ , and let 
U ~ = { U E U 2 : µ ( U ) ::: lln} ; 
n 
then U 2 = U U 2 _ 
nEN 
Suppose that the cardinal number of U 2 
. is uncountable. 
Un Then there is an n E N such that the cardinal number of 2 is 
uncountable, so that we can take an infinite sequence {P} c Un If we m mE IN 2 • 
let P = lim P , then 
m 
m 
µ ( P) = l im µ ( ~ Pk\ ~ l /n , 
m-+oo k=rn ) 
which means that Pf¢ . Take an x E P, then there is an increasing 
sequence 
fin i teness of 
00 
x E n Pk , which contradicts the point 
S=l S 
Therefore the cardinal number of u 2 
. 
lS 
countable. For each U E U2 , there is a VUE U0 such that Uc VU; 
hence we have 
S(µ) C u 
UEU 2 
Thus S(µ) lS a Lindelof space . II 
COROLLARY 5.3.2. Every Borel measure on a paracompact space has a 
Lindelof support. 
COROLLARY 5.3.3. Suppose that a regular topological space X is not 
paracompact but metacompact. Then there is no Borel measure of which support 
~s iden t ical to X. 
COROLLARY 5.3.4 (Rajput and Vakhania [39, Lemma 2]). Let µ be a 
Borel measure on a metric space. Then S(µ) is separable . 
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COROLLARY 5.3.5. Let X be an inseparable Banach space. Then there 
is no Borel measu.re µ such that the linear hull of S(µ) is equal to 
X. In particular, S(µ) is not equal to the unit ball. 
This corollary implies Corollary 1 of Ionescu Tulcea [20]. 
Now we introduce a new class of topological spaces. A topological 
space X . lS 8-paracompact if each open cover U of X has an open 
refinement W - U W such that given x EX there is an n(x) E IN for 
nEN n 
which st(x, wn(x) t ¢ and st(v, wn(x)) lS finite for some V E V(x) ; 
in other words, w 
n(x) is locally finite at x. 
THEOREM 5.3.6. Let µ be a Borel measure on a 8-paracompact space 
X. Then S(µ) is a Lindelof space. 
Proof. Assume that S(µ) ;/; ~ . Take any Uc O(X) such that U 
covers S(µ) . Then there exists an open refinement (!} = u w 
nE IN n 
of 
U u {X-S(µ)} which satisfies the condition preceding this theorem. Let 
X ~ {x EX: st(x, W) ;/; ¢, W is locally finite at x} ; 
n · n n 
then X - U X 
nE IN n 
Without difficulty it is shown that X 
n 
is open for 
each n EN. If we let 
then µ( V) > 0 
U = {u n x 
n n 
for every V E U 
n 
U E st(S(µ) n X, W )} , 
n n 
We can show that the cardinal number of 
U is countable for all n EN by the same idea as in the proof of Theorem 
n 
5. 3. L~. For each V - U n Xn E Un , there is a r,;; E U such that ~ :) U . 
Thus we have 
S(µ) - u 
nE IN 
(s ( µ ) n X n) c U U 
nE IN VEU 
n 
vc u u 
nE IN VEU 
n 
which implies that S(µ) is a Lindelof space. // 
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COROLLARY 5.3.7. Let X be a metacorrrpact or 8-paracompact space and 
µ a regular Borel measure on X. Then µ . 1.-S T-smooth if and only if 
S#(µ) exists and S#(µ) is a Lindelof space. 
5 3 8 ( .) Th 'if' f C 11 5 3 7 1 h ld EXAMPLE . . . i e part o oro ary . . a ways o s even 
if X is neither metacompact nor 8-paracompact. 
(ii) The statement in Corollary 5.3.i does not hold if we replace 
S#(µ) with s(µ) .. In fact, under the same notation as in Example 1.2.16, 
consider p = V + 8 (a E [O, Q)) . Then S#(p) does no t exist but 
a 
S(p) = {a} , so that p is a regular Borel measure on [O, Q) of which 
support is compact . Nevertheless p is not T-smooth since 
1 - sup p([o, a)) < p([o, Q)) = 2 
o<a<n 
The following example was originally given by Bing [3, Example G] and 
Michael [27, Example 2]. Moran has treated it again in [29 , IV.2] and has 
shown the author that a modification of the proof gives a proof that 
not 8-paracompact . 
G 
EXAMPLE 5.3.9. Let P be an uncountable set, Q the power set of 
p, and F the power set of Q ~ that is , the set of all two-valued 
functions on Q . For p E p and A E Q 
' 
let 
1 if p E A 
' 
f (A) --
p 
p f A 0 if 
' 
. 
lS 
and let K = {fp : p E p} . We define a topology on F as follows : {fp} 
is a neighbourhood of f if f E F-K; 
of Q, 
for f EK and a finite subset 
p 
N(fp : A) - {f E F f(A) 
is a neighbourhood of f . p If we let 
- f (A) for all A EA} p 
G = K u' {f E F : f(A) = 0 for all except finitely many A E Q} , 
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then G is a normal, countably paracompact, metacompact space. However, G 
is not 8-paracompact. 
The following example is quoted by the referee of Okada [34]. 
EXAMPLE 5.3.10. Consider 'pointed extension' of IR (see Steen and 
Seeback, Jr [44, 69]). Let X = R as a set. We define a topology on X 
. generated by all sets {x} u (~ n U) , where x EU E O(R) Then X lS a 
8-paracompact space, but it is not a metacompact space. 
5.4. SL-spaces 
DEFINITION 5.4.1. A topological space X is called an SL-space if 
every Borel measure µ on X has a Lindelof support S(µ) (S(µ) may be 
empty). 
From §5.3, we have 
THEOREM 5.4.2. A metacompact or 8-paracompact space is an SL-space. 
Now we present a 8-refinable space which is not an SL-space. 
EXAMPLE 5.4.3. Let S be the Sorgenfrey line, that is, the real line 
with the right half open interval topology. Then S is hereditarily 
Lindelof , in particular, paracompact. The product spac~ X = S x S . lS 
separable since ~ x ~ is dense in X, but X is not Lindelof (see, for 
example, Steen and Seebach , Jr [44, 51, 85]). By Burke [6, Theorem 1 . 6] and 
Lutzer [24, Proposition 3.1] X is 8-refinable. There are two ways (i), 
(ii), to prove that X is not an SL-space. 
(i) Take a countable dense subset f } X 1xn nE IN of . If we let 
µ - I l/2n o , then 
nE IN xn 
S(µ) - X. Since X lS not a Lindelof space , X 
is not an SL-space. 
(ii) All Borel subsets of X are Lebesgue measurable by Vitali's 
covering theorem (see, for example, Saks [40, Chapter 4, (3.1)])_. Let V 
be the restriction of the Lebesgue measure to B(X) • Since V is still 
a-finite, there exists a finite Borel measure v1 such that V 
. 
lS 
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absolutely continuous with respect to and is absolutely continuous 
with respect to v. Hence s(v1) = X, which implies that X is not an 
SL-space. 
A closed subset of an SL-space is also an SL-space. In general, we 
have 
THEOREM 5.4.4. If X 
X -is also an SL-space. 
. 
-is an SL-space~ then every F -subset 
0 
L of 
Proof. Let µ 
be a Borel measure on L with S(µ) f ¢ . By Theorem 5.2.4, we have 
where (, 
S(µ) - s(c(µ)) n L - U s(c(µ)) 
nEN 
n F , 
n 
L ~ X is the natural injection. Since S(e,(µ)) n F 
n 
. 
lS a 
Lindelof space for all n EN , S(µ) is also a Lindelof space. II 
An open subset of an SL-space is not always an SL-space. 
EXAMPLE 5.4.5. Let X be the real line with the rational sequence 
topology ( see Steen and Seebach [44, 65 ]). Then X is a locally compact 
separable space, but X is not a Lindelof space . Let X denote the one-
point compa~tification of X, then X is an SL-space since X is 
V 
compact . The open subset X of X is not an SL-space as (i) in Example 
5 . 4.3. 
Next we deal with products of SL-spaces. Note that the class of 
SL-spaces is not closed for the product. In fact , although the Sorgenfrey 
65 
line S is an SL-space, the product S x S is not an SL-space . We still 
have 
THEOREM 5.4.6. Let X be an SL-space and Y a a-compact space . 
Then the product space XX y . "l,S an SL-space. 
Proof. Let µ be a Borel measure on Xx Y. By Theorem 5.2.9, we 
have 
where (respectively Py) is the natural projection of XX y to 
(respectively Y ). From the assumption, s(pX(µ)) is Lindelof and 
S(py(µ)) lS a-compact. Thus S(pX(µ)) X S(py(µ)) lS a Lindelof space 
X 
since the product of a compact space and a Lindelof space lS Lindelof, in 
general. Hence S(µ) is a Lindelof space. // 
Finally we show that SL-spaces are not always transferred by 
continuous maps nor open maps. 
EXAMPLE 5.4.7. (i) Take a topological space Y which is not an 
SL-space ~ Let X be the topological space which is equal to Y as a set 
and has the discrete topology. Then the identity map from X to Y is a 
continuous bijection. Although X is an SL-space, Y is not an SL-space. 
(ii) Let X = R2 and let 
' 
Y = S x S, where s is the Sorgenfrey 
line. Then the identity map from X to Y is an open bijection . Whereas 
X is an SL-space, Y is not an SL-space. 
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